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NEW CRITERIA FOR AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER ASD IN THE RECENTLY PUB
lished, updated edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)
have stimulated a torrent of public discussion around the validity of the changes (1). Te
redefning of ASD has spurred a wide array of controversial outcomes, including changes in
funding for patient care in the educational and health care systems and a potential increase
in social stigmatization for individuals with Asperger’s syndrome, a group now classifed as
having autism—a label ofen associated with a disability (2). Controversy is a familiar feature of the DSM, not only because its classifcations strike at the heart of our own identities
as autonomous human beings but also because the clinical classifcation criteria for mental
disorders appear less robust and defnitive than those for nonmental medical conditions, as
evidenced by the rapid change in the DSM over the past 50 years (3).
Te reasons for this apparent lack of stability are best understood by examining what
criteria constitute a useful classifcation scheme. In order of increasing value and ofen increasing difculty, these include (i) agreement on the key features of a disorder; (ii) concordance in how these features are measured in clinical practice; and (iii) a functional mapping
(which may be probabilistic or categorical) from the measurements to a diagnostic label
that provides clinically useful expectations of the natural course of the disease, including
comorbidities and responses to interventions. Until recently, ASD diagnoses did not meet
most of these criteria.
Te growing recognition of the limitations of any singular, even expert, measure of autism has led to the development of multiple standardized instruments for the behavioral
diagnosis of ASD (4). However, it is possible and even likely that the currently identifed
measures do not impart sufcient diagnostic or prognostic accuracy to be clinically useful
for efective intervention. Today, when a child is diagnosed with ASD, clinicians and parents
are faced with the challenge of how best to address the child’s needs. Remarkable individual
diferences in treatment response exist even for treatment options with emerging empirical
support (5, 6), and our ability to select the most efective intervention for a child with ASD
remains poor. Furthermore, there is also increasing recognition of ASD comorbidities (7),
both neurobehavioral and nonpsychiatric (for example, seizure, sleep, bowel, and autoimmune disorders), whose diagnoses could help guide treatment focus (4).
It is that possibility of earlier, more precise diagnoses; better-informed clinical decisions;
and targeted therapies that has driven a wide range of investigations to delve into the molecular, biochemical, and neurofunctional measures of ASD, which arguably are more closely
tied to the genetic and environmental etiologies of the disorder than are its behavioral signs
and symptoms. Tese include, to name a few, measures of genomic variation, gene expression, immunological function, metabolic profles, eye movements, electroencephalography
(EEG), and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (8). Furthermore, ASD comorbidities, which may be informative of diferent etiologies or system vulnerabilities, have
been measured across a wide range of specialty clinics (4). Large-scale analysis of data from
national registries or aggregated from electronic health records (7) will thus be required to
determine the diagnostic potential of these comorbidities and how well they correlate with
core measures of ASD.
Diferent constellations of selected molecular, biochemical, neurofunctional, and clinical
measurements that fall outside of normal ranges can each identify a group of individuals
with ASD. Tese individuals must by contrasted with many others who do not have ASD
but do display measures that lie outside of the normal range for one (or possibly more) of
the molecular, biochemical, neurofunctional, and clinical dimensions tested. Terefore, it
has been broadly hypothesized (9) that only through combinations of multimodal measures
will we obtain the diagnostic and prognostic accuracy that permits proper assignment of
each individual to the group of ASD patients whose etiology, pathophysiology, treatment response, and clinical course most closely resemble his or hers. Similar approaches have been
successful in other domains of medicine, such as in the evaluation of heart disease (for example, through combinations of electrocardiography, troponin levels, and stress tests). But
in ASD, the multimodal approach remains untested because the newer measurement mo1
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dalities have rarely all been applied to the same individuals or to a sufciently large patient
population for which the clinical course has been well documented. Furthermore, data quality and interpretation remain a challenge, requiring expert curation and nuanced inference.
Only by creating a curated “information commons” (www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_
id=13284) of multiple modalities measured on the same individuals can we begin to use
computational and systems biology techniques to devise an integrated map that specifes
potential etiologies, commonly associated clinical trajectories, and precise diagnoses, ultimately enabling personalized patient care. International eforts to create biobanks linked
to electronic health records (10) represent important early steps toward this goal. Te next
crucial step is the development of Institutional Review Board (IRB)–approved regulatory
frameworks that enable acquisition and synthesis of diverse data types collected in multiple
contexts (research, clinical care, school, and home) and linked to individuals, with their
consent. Last, efcient data sharing among institutions, clinics, caregivers, and parents is
essential for the successful implementation and mining of an autism information commons.
– Isaac S. Kohane and Alal Eran
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